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BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E

Our Dear Readers,

We are pleased to
present to you this
special
edition
of
the UAE Banking &
Finance
magazine
issued by the Emirates
Institute for Banking
and Financial Studies.
This year we honor
and acknowledge the
announcement by His
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
President of the UAE that 2018 in the UAE will
carry the slogan “The Year of Zayed” and mark it as
a national occasion to celebrate the late founding
leader Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan.
On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of
his birth, we want to highlight the role of the late
leader in the establishment and development of
the UAE as a progressive nation and economy,
and showcase his impact and legacy, and promote
the values that he displayed throughout his life.
The launch of the twentieth National Exhibition
of Employment in the Banking, Finance and
Government sector in Sharjah, is an example
of such efforts that are aligned with his vision.

The exhibition provides a platform to accelerate the process of Emiratisation in the
banking and financial sector. The Institute has been keen to maintain the organization of
the National Exhibition of Employment in the Banking, Financial and Government sector,
due to its significance and great contribution in providing opportunities to the job seekers
and creating a direct link with the banking, finance and government institutions. The
exhibition was one of the initiatives of the Human Resources Development Committee in
the Banking and Finance sector, which is keen to support the policies of the state for
increasing Emiratisation ratio in the banking and financial sector. This year due to the
Human Resources Development Committee’s efforts we have witnessed a remarkable
success in increasing Emiratization ratios as compared to other private sector institutions.
We strongly believe that such exhibitions will continue to improve the employability
prospects of the nationals and contribute greatly in reducing the unemployment rates among
job seekers. It also provides opportunity to identify the availability of jobs (demand) and
the available capabilities and skills (supply) and increases the prospects of maintaining
the balance in demand and supply. We are also very keen to contribute towards
maintaining this balance by ensuring there is a smooth supply of right capabilities and
skills through employment-oriented training, which is one of the Institute’s key, focus areas.
Our continuous support towards this initiative is evident in our strategy for (20172019). In which we have great emphasis on expansion of our training base and
quality enhancement. This will ensure that we have right capabilities in place for
building the capacity, skills and knowledge required to achieve the national agenda.
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Year of Zayed to mark UAE’s late
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Year of Zayed

To commemorate the 100th birthday of the late founding

that have become part of our Emirati identity.”

mark the year 2018 as the ‘Year of Zayed’.

Sheikh Zayed established with his brothers, the Rulers

Al Nahyan, announced the decision on Saturday during

progressive society that benefits everyone, and in which

father Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the UAE will

The President, His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed

the anniversary of the late Sheikh Zayed’s Accession

Day - the day he assumed leadership in Abu Dhabi on 6

He added that this is especially true since the Union that

of the UAE, was based on unity and solidarity to build a
people live in security and stability.

The president urged all the residents of the nation to

August 1966 - which marked the start of a new epoch in

uphold the noble values instilled in them by the late

The ‘Year of Zayed’ will highlight the role of the late

determination, loyalty, a sense of belonging to the nation,

the history of UAE.

leader in establishing the UAE Federation, and his local,
regional and international achievements.

Sheikh Khalifa said that setting 2018 as the Year of Zayed

reflects the unique standing that the late leader holds with
every Emirati as the founding leader of the Union.

Sheikh Khalifa added: “On this day, August 6, a new

era dawned upon us all when the late Sheikh Zayed
assumed command of the Abu Dhabi government, and

began the march towards unity, prosperity and societal

Sheikh Zayed, including those of wisdom, respect,
and a willingness to make sacrifices at whatever cost. It
is expected that the Year of Zayed will encourage the

involvement of people of all ages, nationalities, faiths
and backgrounds in the UAE and internationally.

President Khalifa continued to say that the recognition

of these values and our fulfillment of them will encourage

the unity of our nation and strengthen our resilience in
facing risks and challenges.

The president added: “The Year of Zayed will be a

development.”

year in which the nation preserves the legacy of Zayed,

foundations of modern development across all sectors

together to fulfil the vision of Zayed.”

With his wisdom and goodness, Sheikh Zayed set the

in the UAE. His generosity is experienced not only in

and our people will live the values of Zayed, and work

the UAE and the Gulf region, but also throughout the

Arab world and internationally, with contributions and

‘Established global school of
tolerance, coexistence’

initiatives that continue to reflect his unerring skill as

a modern leader, who gained the respect of so many

According to His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed

people around world.

Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces,

The president pointed out that the late Sheikh Zayed was

able to lay down solid foundations for a strong, united

nation that balanced the requirements for modernity

while preserving the cultural and social heritage of
the UAE. This effective model has been a source of
inspiration for countries seeking progress.

“The Year of Zayed is a great national occasion when we
will proudly share memories of the life of the founding

father, Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, and his gift

to us of deeply-rooted values, principles and traditions

emphasised that Sheikh Zayed applied a unique system
of noble morals and values that shaped the conscience
of the UAE people, creating a positive image of the UAE
held globally. “The UAE’s image is founded on a core

belief system of tolerance and coexistence. Nations
across the world call to uphold and strengthen this
belief in light of the growing fanaticism and hatred that
threatens international peace and security.

“The late Sheikh Zayed established a global school of

tolerance and coexistence because he knew that from

BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E 2018 7
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the Union’s beginnings, the UAE’s
uniqueness lay in its ability to welcome

different races, religions, and cultures
without abandoning its social and

cultural identity. The principles in which
the late ruler believed, and strived

for, were aimed at creating a world of
coexistence and peace.

“To celebrate the Year of Zayed in the

best way possible, we must ensure

that the glorious journey is continued,
sharing the human and cultural heritage
with all the people of the UAE, to carry

forward its noble legacy and values,
and inspire future generations.

“Sheikh Zayed is an example for every

Emirati citizen, and loyalty to his legacy

must be followed through his principles
and values. Today, we need to learn

from these authentic national values,
and draw lessons from them in order
to continue developing the nation’s
renaissance on the global map.”

According to him, the late ruler had a

significant impact on the promotion of the

principles of humanitarian action, and was
a pioneer of charitable and developmental
aid in the 20th century.

8 2018 BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E

Best way to celebrate
Zayed legacy
Also speaking on the occasion, His
Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed

Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
and Deputy Supreme Commander of

the UAE Armed Forces, said: “The Year
of Zayed is an occasion to celebrate the

achievements of the late Sheikh Zayed

bin Sultan Al Nahyan and their future
impact. The UAE, under his leadership,
has been able to rise to the ranks of

developed nations and achieve great
development at all levels.

“The Emirati citizen was the most

important element of development, as

Sheikh Zayed’s main objective was to
invest in building the Emirati person,

believing in his or her ability to actively

participate in the building of the nation.
He has always emphasised that man is

the most essential element of progress,
and that the most precious wealth of this

country is its people, who we must take

care of well. There is no use for money

without men. This is the philosophy that
drives the process of comprehensive and
sustainable development of this country.”

Year of Zayed

Sheikh Mohamed added: “The best way to celebrate

the Year of Zayed would be by spreading Zayed’s

stability and development for all people of the world.

According to him, the president’s directives to strengthen

glorious human and cultural legacy via all the people of

the path of progress by remembering our past, living in

and introduce these ideals to new generations.”

and principles upon which the late Sheikh Zayed set the

the UAE, to continue his inspirational and noble values,
Sheikh Mohamed said that the late Ruler’s doors were

always open to the citizens of the UAE to enable him to

the present, and aspiring to the future are the foundations
course of the UAE.

be better acquainted with their needs. He had an ability

to make decisions without hesitation, especially those

‘A nation determined to follow in
his footsteps’

related to the security and stability of the homeland and
its interests.

The President, His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al

Sheikh Zayed’s name is in the hearts and minds

Nahyan, reminded that Sheikh Zayed’s real wealth was

not in materialism, but in his investment in the men and

of individuals who have benefited from the various

charitable projects and organisations that the late ruler
set up and supported.

In 1971, the Abu Dhabi Fund for Development was

established to assist and contribute to humanitarian
development projects.

women who build the future of their nation. “Therefore

we are a nation determined to follow in his footsteps,
empowering Emirati people in all fields to contribute
to their country’s comprehensive and sustainable
development.”

He added that the ‘School of Zayed’, is a source of

In 1992, the late Sheikh Zayed established the Sheikh

inspiration for every step that the UAE takes; a solid

Foundation to be a helping hand for underprivileged

of our young nation; and a stepping stone for its future,

Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan Charitable and Humanitarian

individuals, both within and outside the country, in
addition to the pivotal supporting role played by the
Emirates Red Crescent.

foundation for the consolidation of the federal structure
full of strength and respect, leading up to the creation of
one of the finest countries in the world.

Sheikh Khalifa called for making 2018 a year of

The Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi affirmed that Sheikh Zayed

achievements, initiatives, events and programmes

light on his role in strengthening the bonds of Arab solidarity

Sheikh Zayed, highlighting his pioneering role, his

was a symbol of Arab unity and solidarity. History sheds

and supporting brotherly nations in times of adversity,
including the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the

Gulf (GCC), which was established in Abu Dhabi in 1981.

The late Sheikh Zayed worked wholeheartedly to promote
joint Gulf action based on the belief in unity as a path of

that reflect the great historical personality of the late
vision and his sound leadership. “As we celebrate the

Year of Zayed, we shall reaffirm our commitment to
continue his legacy and work, guided by his wisdom
and vision.”

The president Sheikh Khalifa stressed that the legacy

excellence, pride and progress.

of the late Sheikh Zayed will remain alive not only in the

reputation throughout the Arab world for his intellect

but throughout the world. According to the president, this

Sheikh Mohamed said that the late ruler gained a

and actions that ignored division, difference, and rivalry
between Arab states, in addition to his insightful vision in

international relations, acting as a guarantor of security,

hearts of the UAE people and Arab and Muslim nations,

is because of the generosity of the late Sheikh Zayed
whose initiatives and campaigns helped those in need
around the world. Thus, declaring 2018 as the ‘Year of
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Giving’ was an extension of his limitless giving.

economy, and to enhance community cohesion.

Let’s celebrate one of the
most noble men

the late Sheikh Zayed represent a true wealth

He added:” The noble values and traditions of

and a source of pride for all those in the UAE, an

Accordingly, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed

inexhaustible well of giving from which current and

Minister and Ruler of Dubai, in response to the

precious for the homeland. This is a supreme goal

goals, called for the launch of a comprehensive

towards, to have the strength needed to survive

consolidated agenda that activates initiatives

with perseverance and patience.

bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the Vice-president, Prime

future generations learn how to sacrifice all that is

president’s directives and to achieve the year’s

that we adhere to, and one to which we all work

framework

difficulties no matter how large they may be, armed

to

develop

an

integrated

and

within all federal and local institutions.

Sheikh Mohammed said: “We celebrate the

centennial anniversary of the birth of one of the
greatest and most noble men who dedicated his
life for the present and future of the nation.”

The Ruler of Dubai added: “We are inspired by

the Zayed school of leadership and management.
With the founding blocks of the Union State placed

by the late Sheikh Zayed, from which we are all
reaping the benefits, we will continue this path and
look forward with optimism to the future.
“This

is

why

we

‘UAE Centennial 2018
comprehensive

have

launched

the

which includes a

government

programme

with a national strategy to enhance the
country’s reputation and soft power
and ensure that there are sustainable
and diverse sources of government
revenues.”

The aims, Sheikh Mohammed

said, are to invest in education that
focuses on advanced technology,
to build a system of ethical values
for our future generations, to
boost productivity of the national
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‘He personally checked on the
needs of citizens’
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, the Vice-president, Prime Minister and Ruler

of Dubai, highlighted how the late founding father as a
ruler interacted with his people.

“He was modest, and he personally checked on the

needs of citizens. He would visit their homes and attend

their occasions, thereby creating a unique bond with the
people, becoming an inspiration to many in our region
and the world.”

He also highlighted the impeccable management skills

of the late Sheikh Zayed, who, he said, had the ability

to make the right decisions in all fields and implement
them, thus establishing the foundations for a successful
and effective government administration for our time.

“Sheikh Zayed has instilled in us the willpower and

determination to challenge and achieve the impossible.
This is why we are always convinced that we are capable

of being pioneers and to become one of the best countries

in the world. He inspired us to see his way to the future,
to follow in his footsteps with confidence and insight,
and to consolidate the gains and achievements.”

BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E 2018 11
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Human Capital Formation:
The Legacy of a Visionary Leader
A Visionary Leader:
The United Arab Emirates is celebrating the centennial anniversary
of the birth of the country’s founding father, His Highness Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who served as President of the UAE

since the formation of the Federation on 2 December 1971 until he
passed away in 2004. The UAE’s President H.H. Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed Al Nahyan while declaring the year 2018 as Year of Zayed
emphasized that “during the year the people of the UAE will be

encouraged to uphold the noble values instilled in them by the late
Sheikh Zayed, including those of wisdom, respect, determination,
loyalty, a sense of belonging to the nation, and a willingness to make
sacrifices at whatever cost”.

The Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, announced
on the occasion;

“We celebrate the centennial anniversary of the birth of one of the
greatest and most noble men who dedicated his life for the present
and future of the nation”.

This goes without saying that late Sheikh Zayed, May God have

Mercy upon his Soul, is one of the greatest visionary leaders the
region produced in recent history. His contribution to the nation and

Dr. Sabahuddin Azmi
Faculty, Emirates Institute for
Banking and Financial Studies
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the region began even before the formation of the UAE

and look forward with optimism to the future”.

source of inspiration for the UAE leadership as the Vice

of UAE Federation, as the Ruler of Abu Dhabi emirate

Federation. His vision has been and shall remain the
President, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed has rightly
acknowledged in these words.

“We are inspired by the Zayed School of leadership and

management. With the founding blocks of the Union
State placed by the late Sheikh Zayed, from which we

are all reaping the benefits, we will continue this path

Going back to the glorious past, even before the birth
H. H. Sheikh Zayed had a clear vision of a future
nation focusing on remarkable social and economic

development that would meet the needs of present
and future generations. As the revenue from oil started
pouring in he launched numerous mega infrastructure,

education, health, and other projects that would set

BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E 2018 13
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future nation and its people on the road to progress and
economic prosperity. Under his leadership, from 1968
until the end of 2002 the total value of expenditure on

development projects in the emirate of Abu Dhabi only
exceeded AED 162 billion. The total amount allocated

for growth during this period amounted to AED 195
billion. This demonstrates his commitment to utilizing the
economic resources specially the rising oil revenues to
build a prosperous country. True to Islamic spirit he took

the task of nation’s development as a form of worship as
he has been quoted as saying:

“If Allah the Almighty has favored us with wealth, our

first commitment is to seek Allah’s satisfaction and to

the Emirati person, believing in his or her ability to

to make this country better and to bring goodness to

H.H. the late Sheikh Zayed has a clear realization of

express our gratitude to Him by utilizing this wealth
its people.”

Soon after the formation of the Federation, the late
Sheikh Zayed along with H.H. Sheikh Rashid Bin Saeed

Al Maktoum, the Vice President and Prime Minister of
the UAE strived hard for building a strong economy
developing the new nation among the region’s most

economically developed countries. Thanks to their
vision and planning the UAE is now the GCC’s second

biggest economy and, the most important financial and
economic hub in the region.

Building Human Capital:
Investing in physical infrastructure and launching
development projects were, although, the main

thrust areas of the future plans of the UAE under

Sheikh Zayed’s leadership, however, building human
infrastructure or human capital formation has always

been among his first and topmost priorities. His
Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, appreciated
how the great leader valued human capital.

“Sheikh Zayed’s main objective was to invest in building

14 2018 BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E

actively participate in the building of the nation.”

the importance of education and technical knowledge
for the future Nation years before the UAE as a country

appeared on global map. He was so concerned about

spread of education that during his period as Ruler’s

Representative in Al Ain, he worked hard for the
promotion of education in the region. Despite a lack of
significant government revenue, he personally funded
the first modern school in the area and encouraged

relatives and friends to contribute towards development

of education. From his personal efforts he was successful
in opening a school for boys in 1959, followed by one for
girls- the first in that area.

After assuming office of the ruler of Abu Dhabi Emirate

in 1966, he encouraged the youth from well-off families
to travel abroad in order to earn advanced degrees. In

essence, he has a clear plan to develop a new class of
technocrats who were later instrumental in building the
foundation of the new emerging nation.

At the time of establishment of the UAE, educational

services were still immature, enrollment rate was low
and Higher education was almost unavailable locally.

As President, H.H. Sheikh Zayed worked tirelessly to

prepare the necessary infrastructure for the educational

Article

sector throughout the entire country and allocated huge

of all girls and 80 percent of boys enrolled in the final

University and the Higher Colleges of Technology in

education institution. Following his footsteps, education

technical education institutes are visible demonstration of

In the Federal budget 2018, Dh 10.4 billion is allocated

to provide scholarships to qualified talented youth for

17.1 per cent of the overall federal budget outlay of

has focused on educating both men and women. In

According to the World Economic Forum’s Human

men and 31 percent among women. Today, thanks to

45th place in the list of 130 countries outperform the rest

percent, the highest in Arab world. Ninety-five percent

development. The root to this impressive performance,

budget for it. Establishment of the UAE University, Zayed

year of secondary school apply for admission to a higher

addition to a wide network of schools and vocational and

has been given top priority in country’s planning.

his belief in human capital formation. He also instructed

for general education and higher education, totaling

study abroad. Under his visionary leadership the UAE

Dh 51.4 billion.

1975, the rate of adult literacy was 54 percent among

Capital Report 2017 United Arab Emirates occupying

his efforts, literacy rates for both genders are close to 95

of the region’s Arab countries in terms of human capital
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no doubt, stems from the strong quality education

system, the foundation of which is laid by the great
leader H.H. Sheikh Zayed. His passionate commitment

to education is, of course, in conformity with his belief
that his nation’s greatest asset is his people and the

best use of the country’s asset is to invest in them. He
has been quoted as saying:

“The greatest use that can be made of wealth is to invest it
in creating generations of educated and trained people.”

“No matter how many buildings, foundations, schools

and hospitals we build, or how many bridges we raise,
all these are material entities. The real spirit behind
progress is the human spirit, the able man with his
intellect and capabilities”.

Sheikh Zayed always considered human capital as a key

factor for growth, development and competitiveness. He
categorically stated;

“It is my duty as the leader of the young people of

this country to encourage them to work and to exert

themselves in order to raise their own standards and
to be of service to the country. The individual who is
healthy and of a sound mind and body but who does not
work commits a crime against himself and society.”
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On Women Empowerment:
The World Economic Forum Gender Gap Report 2018
ranked UAE at top in the Gulf in term of female educational

attainment, literacy rate, enrolment in primary education,

enrolment in secondary education and enrolment in

tertiary education. In the year of the UAE’s formation,
only four out of 45 graduates in government positions
were women, compared to today when women account
for 70 per cent of university enrolment. Women in the
UAE today occupy two thirds of Government jobs, a
third of them in positions of leadership and decisionmaking. A further 15 per cent of women are in technical

and academic posts such as medicine, teaching and
nursing, and nine of the FNC’s 40 members are women.

The number of females in the general education schools
and universities is high and the percentage of girls in
university education is one of the highest in the world.
The

current

state

of

women

empowerment

is

undoubtedly attributed to the farsightedness of late

Sheikh Zayed who promoted the development of

women in the UAE. Without him women would not have
had the opportunities they have today. H.H. Sheikha
Fatima bint Mubarak, the Mother of the Nation and the

Article

widow of the founding President, Sheikh Zayed, who

the adjustment to the procession of progress and

and social development of the women in the UAE, in an

In line with the UAE Vision 2021, one of the major

established the General Women’s Union for cultural

interview with Nation Shield, the monthly journal of the
Armed Forces clearly elaborated how her late husband

“encouraged and supported her without limits for the
advancement of women, encouraged them to learn, and
directed structures and organizations to be established
that deal with women’s issues and rights”.

Emphasizing the need for women education and
development H.H. Sheikh Zayed is reported to have said:

“The woman is half of the society; any country which pursues
development should not leave her in poverty or illiteracy.”

development.”

strategy of the UAE government is to build a competitive
knowledge-based economy powered by skilled human

capital. To this end investing in the human resource

capabilities has been among the top priorities of the
UAE government in recent years. We should salute

Shaikh Zayed’s strong commitment to human capital
development that is the key for the UAE’ current social

and economic global standing and the driving force
behind the country’s prosperity and accomplishment.

He strongly desired the UAE to follow the suit of the

Notes:

development and empowerment.

Zayed: http://wam.ae/en/ Emirates News Agency

countries pursuing women’s rights to the path of

Source of quotes of the UAE leaders on H.H. Late Sheikh

“I hope that the women in my country will follow their

Source of quotes of the H.H. Late Sheikh Zayed:

sisters in those countries which have previously made

https://www.uaeinteract.com
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Employees’ Perception of Training
and Development Programs:
An Empirical Study of
Banking Sector in the UAE

Dr. Mohammad A. R
Ghannam
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In the globalization era; innovative customer service help
organizations remain effective, competitive, impressive

and profitable. The primary drive of innovative customer

service is employee working skills gained through

planned training and development programs. Therefore,
continuous and systematical development of employee
working skills helps organizations increase efficiency

of their workforce and empower them to perform and
lead efficiently- this also provides solutions to crises

of conflicts and disorders in the work place. This study

shed light on the training and development programs by
inviting attention to some practices that don’t always get
considered significantly impact training and development

programs. The present study was based on the review
of recent researches into training and development

programs followed by a structural questionnaire of fivepoints Likert measuring scale ranging from “1=strongly

agree to 5=strongly disagree” to collect data from
230 employees of four international banks operating

in the UAE. The survey questionnaire consists of two
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main sections; the first section was about the personal

The total number of respondents were 200 and the ratio

year of experience and educational levels) to assess

results developed through the descriptive and inferential

profile of participants (occupation, gender, age, long

its effect on their perceptions/attitudes. The second

section of the survey questionnaire focused on the main

subject-matter. The second main section of the survey
questionnaire included a set of questions/statements.

Among these questions/statements some were related
to whether training and development programs qualify

employees to innovative and offer exceptional customer

service, whether training and development programs
are conducted on regular basis, whether training and
development programs are relevant to the real work life.

20 2018 BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E

of male to female respondents 74:26. The findings of
statistics with the aid of SPSS software showed that
67% of the total employee respondents was agreed
that training and development programs enhance

professionalism, competency, customer satisfaction,
unnecessary cost reduction, and profitability, whereas
9% neither agreed nor disagreed and 24% of the

total employee respondents slightly disagreed and
considered by them as an occasions for refreshment
and memories photoshop away from the routine working
life. Concerning the time

Article

required for conducting the training and development

training and development concepts and dimensions

development programs were seasonal programs

accountability, better productivity, better career future,

programs, the findings revealed that training and
mainly concerned with the peak economic stage

to meet the increased demands of services. With
respect to the relevancy of training and development

programs to the real work life; 54% of the total
employee respondents agreed with the above-

mentioned statement/questions, while 11% of the
total employee respondents were undecided and

35% disagreed. Based on the statistical analysis it

was suggested that delivering effective and objective

training and development programs requires better
understanding of its concepts and dimensions. In

other words, an employee who is well-aware of

realize his obligation, engagement, responsibility,

and eliminates professional problems. On the other
hand, an employee who is not aware of the concepts
and values of training and development programs will

be irresponsible toward goals achievement and the

output will be confused and smattered. Additionally,

it was further suggested that providing employees
with a systematic professional development that is
relevant to what they need enhances professionalism,

growth, innovative customer service, and success.
Furthermore, it was also suggested that organizations’

work environment must be motivating and constructive
to help employees to adapt to their environments.
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This report intends to analyze the dynamics of ﬁrst

Problem Statement - Causes of the
Problem

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in April 2017. Being the biggest

alternative to medium and short term conventional

debt and equity elements, these Sukuk not only will

of Sukuk) which refers to any document or paper

help highlight the perceptions of international investors

performed in the pursuance of Sharia principles.

products. In the ﬁrst section, we identiﬁed all possible

unconditional promise to pay a certain sum of money

in the context of the Saudi economy, need of this Sukuk

Similar kinds of instruments have been used in early

complex nature of these Sukuk and impact of this issue

soldiers were given coupons for commodity instead of

We analyzed all the aspects of this issue with the

Bahrain based Auditing and Accounting Organization

and reached on the conclusion in second last section of

as” Certiﬁcates of equal value representing undivided

might help in addressing the issues with these Sukuk

using and enjoying a property leases), and services or

Abstract
ever dual nature (hybrid) Sukuk certiﬁcates issued by

Sukuk is an Islamic mode of ﬁnancing and an emerging

ever issue of Sukuk and its complex nature and mix of

ﬁnancing instruments. The Arabic word “Sak” (singular

set new dimensions of Islamic capital markets but also

presenting an obligation, conveyance of rights, contract

regarding mixed Sukuk and other Islamic ﬁnancial

Its linguistic origin is the word “check” which is an

issues with these Sukuk and formulated four questions

to the bearer or speciﬁed person upon presentation.

issue, possible reaction of international investors on

times, particularly during period of Umayyad Caliphate,

on long-term proﬁle of the international Sukuk market.

currency or cash against their services for the state.

support of opinion of industry experts and market data

for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) deﬁnes Sukuk

this report. Finally, we recommended some actions that

ownership of tangible assets, usufruct (the legal right of

and many to come in future years.

(in the ownership of ) the assets of particular projects or
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special investment activity (AAOIFI.COM).

of special purpose vehicle (SPV) which

of trading and investment in last three decades of the

serves as trustee in the process of Sukuk issuance, asset

With the renaissance of Islamic ﬁnancing and modes

20th Century , Islamic economists, ﬁnance experts,

governments and independent bodies such as AAOIFI
have been inventing tools of all sorts that may provide

alternative Sharia based instruments to Muslims and

interested parties matching and competing with their
conventional equivalents. Modern form of Sukuk is
relatively a new but rapidly growing product of this

Sharia based ﬁnancing mechanism with most of its

presence in Malaysia and Gulf Cooperation Council
countries. There are 14 types of Sukuk identiﬁed by
AAOIFI with most popular types of Sukuk Ijara, Sukuk

Murabaha, Sukuk Mudarabah, Sukuk Musharaka and

Wakala. Sukuk differentiate from conventional bonds

in many ways mainly in ownership and return. Sukuk
holders hold ownership in underlying asset and share
return with the holders on Sharia principles contrary to
the conventional bonds where holders are pure creditors

and receive ﬁxed interest. Sukuk have been issued in
both of sovereign form and corporate form in various
countries. Sukuk are normally issued with the creation
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entitlement and distributions of proceeds. Even in Muslim

societies, Sukuk are yet to completely dominate their
conventional equals as dark clouds of hesitation, uncertainty

and chances of unsuccessful recourse to assets in case

of defaults prevail in ﬁnancial markets. Quiet and risk
avoiding investors have hundreds of questions regarding

the mechanism relevant to distribution of proceeds and

security of principal in the Sukuk market but everyone
including them is witnessing rapid and relatively higher
growth in Sukuk markets year by year.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is mainly an oil dependent
economy but is pursuing a diversiﬁcation strategy in

the wake of oil market uncertainty. Having been hit hard

by the crisis and unstable energy market, $750 billion

investor in US securities had to enter the capital markets
to set off its ﬁscal deﬁcit last year and secure funds for

its ongoing efforts on economic diversiﬁcation. KSA
eyed and ﬂoated both conventional bonds and Sukuk

in back- to- back years. In April this year, Saudis issued
their ﬁrst ever dollar-dominated dual tranche Sukuk in

Article

international market having maturity of 5 and 10 years
carrying 100 and 140 basis points spread to benchmark
respectively (Narayanan & Ashraf, 2017).

According to Saudi Ministry of Finance, bids for this
issue had crossed $33 billion that shows the appetite
for this kind of instruments in international capital
market. Local Saudi debt market has already witnessed
such issuances as oil giant Aramco issued $ 3 billion

Sukuk for the ﬁrst time this year. Wall Street Journal

based experts estimate that this issuance of Sukuk may
offset one ﬁfth of Saudi ﬁscal deﬁcit at the end of this
year (Naseer, 2017) but what looks special from the

perspective of international investors is dual nature of
this issue especially for the sovereign issues, where
51% of the proceeds will be managed under Mudaraba

arrangement and 49% under Murabaha facility. KSA
expects to meet ﬁxed income investors as ﬁve year
notes carry 2.93% proﬁt and 10 year notes carry 3.65%
as per the resources and ofﬁcial data (Naseer, 2017).

Saudi sovereign debt to GDP ratio is very low. Investors

and rating agencies have high regard to this ﬁrst ever
issue of Islamic bonds and KSA’s ability to meet the
provisions of agreement and expectations of investors

stays strong, ﬁrm and beyond any doubt amidst shifts
in energy markets, internal macro-economic challenges
and envisioning of Saudi economy in 2030. The following

are the problems and issues framed in the context of the
case:

• How much complex is the structure of these Sukuk in
the eyes of international investors?
•

Is the decision by KSA government to enter into

international Sukuk market for its said needs

correct in the wake of poor global trade and economic
situation?

• What will be the reaction of secondary market players
on the complex dual nature of these
early success at launching?
•

Sukuk after its

What will be the impact of this issue on long term

proﬁle of international Islamic bond markets
as an alternative to conventional ﬁnancing?
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The GDP of the country went up from a mere $14bn in 1975 to over $380bn supported by the
growth in oil and non-oil sectors. As a result of the diversification efforts initiated two decades
back, oil sector now just accounts for around 30% of the total GDP.
However, the economic paradox is that despite having a well-diversified economy, Government
revenues are still highly dependent on the oil sector. Oil revenue accounts for over 65% of the
total Government revenue as per International Monetary Fund (IMF). Though non-oil sector is
Article
the new driver of the economic momentum, its contribution to the national exchequer has
been
relatively subdued.
The revenue profile of the UAE exchequer is set to change with the introduction of VAT, as the
contribution from the non-oil sector would rise and reduce the cyclicality of the economy.

The introduction of Value Added Tax in 2018 would mark
the beginning of a new era in the economic diversification

of UAE. In the past four decades, UAE has seen a
massive economic transformation from an oil based
economy to a well-diversified economy compared to its
peers. The GDP of the country went up from a mere

$14bn in 1975 to over $380bn supported by the growth
in oil and non-oil sectors. As a result of the diversification

efforts initiated two decades back, oil sector now just
accounts for around 30% of the total GDP.

However, the economic paradox is that despite having a

well-diversified economy, Government revenues are still
highly dependent on the oil sector. Oil revenue accounts

for over 65% of the total Government revenue as per

International Monetary Fund (IMF). Though non-oil sector is

the new driver of the economic momentum, its contribution
to the national exchequer has been relatively subdued.

The revenue profile of the UAE exchequer is set to
change with the introduction of VAT, as the contribution
from the non-oil sector would rise and reduce the
cyclicality of the economy.

Strategic rationale for taxation in UAE
The disruptive rise of electric cars, falling prices of batteries
and solar power have created a new economic paradigm in

the global transportation industry, the largest consumer of
oil. The rise in the viability of the electric cars, could pose

a drastic challenge to the oil based economies. As per the
study done by Bloomberg, electric car market growth at the
current rate can lead to displacement of 2 million barrels of
oil per day by 2023. With many counties announcing their

plans to move away from petrol cars by 2030, it would be
a layman’s guess to predict the direction of oil prices in the
next decade.

Source: Compiled by Bloomberg
This kind of a massive economic challenge ahead can
only be dealt with vision and bold reforms that change

the revenue dynamics of the Government. In its report

in 2015, IMF had suggested the introduction of Value

Added tax, corporate income tax at 10% and other
revenue measures to the UAE Government to diversify
its revenue base
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VAT: Impact on Economy

While the Government revenues could get a shot in
This
kind
of
a
massive
economic
challenge
ahead
can
onlycould
be dealt
with
vision and
boldon the
the arm,
there
also be
a negative
impact
The introduction of VAT is expected to fetch revenues of
reforms
that
change
the
revenue
dynamics
of
the
Government.
In
its
report
in
2015,
IMF
had
consumption and business sectors of the economy,
around 1.5% of the GDP in the medium term as per the UAE
suggested the introduction of Value Added tax, corporate income tax at 10% and other revenue
in the
short term. It has been observed that in
consultation
report published
by IMF
in 2017. Introduction
measures
to the UAE
Government
to diversify itsalbeit
revenue
base
countries which introduced such major taxation reforms
of VAT over the long run has generated average revenue of
VAT: Impact on Economy
in the past, there has been an economic slowdown for
5% of GDP in many countries in the comparable emerging
The
introduction
of VAT is expected to fetch few
revenues
ofmainly
around
1.5%
the GDP inimpact
the and
quarters
due
to theoftransitionary
markets as
seen
in the IMF study.
medium term as per the UAE consultation report published by IMF in 2017. Introduction of VAT
over the long run has generated average revenue of 5% of GDP in many countries in the
comparable emerging markets as seen in the IMF study.

While the Government revenues could get a shot in the arm, there could also be a negative
impact on the consumption and business sectors of the economy, albeit in the short term. It has
been observed that in countries which introduced such major taxation reforms in the past, there
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compliance challenges. Effective implementation is the key in ensuring the smooth transition to
the new era.
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compliance challenges. Effective implementation is the
key in ensuring the smooth transition to the new era.

Multi-dimensional Impact on Business
sector
Implementation of VAT in UAE is going to bring a massive

transformation in the way business is done in UAE over
the next few years. Let us analyze the multi-dimensional

sector could see some key challenges ahead due

to the implementation of the tax. SME sector which
constitutes, nearly 90% of the total business may

have to re-orient their traditional business model to

survive in the new economic paradigm. The SME

sector, especially the micro SME space, is currently

highly unorganized characterized by lack of formal
systems and absence of transparency.

impact of this tax on large and SME businesses and

It has to be noted that an invoice based VAT system

The larger corporates are seemingly well prepared

buyers and sellers. For instance non filing of returns or

banking system which finances them.
to

handle

the

VAT

implementation

with

their

investments in technology, accounting and supply
chain management. VAT being an invoice based

tax system, such investment is critical in ensuring

the timely receipts of input tax credits on purchases
which is critical to ensure the smooth working capital
management.

However the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)

needs a highly professional level of engagement between

any delays in filing of tax returns etc could delay the
release of the input credits on the purchases. As seen
in many counties which implemented VAT in the recent

past, it is highly likely that the large players would prefer
buying from other organized players who are prompt in

these dealings. This could result in more formalization
of the economy with large organized players in various

sectors growing at the cost of the unorganized sector.
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SME sector could see a rise in cost of compliance due

Impact on Banking Sector

supply chain management

industry is expected to experience a multi-dimensional

to the investments needed in accounting, tax filing, and

With the implementation of VAT in UAE, the banking

SME companies which invest in the near term to

impact. The direct impact is that certain banking

professionalize their business would emerge stronger
and larger while the ones which are late to change
could see a massive decline in their fortunes. It could

very well be the ‘survival of the fittest’ in the space. As
a corollary, many of the existing dubious practices like

inflating sales invoices, accommodation financing etc
for getting bank finance seen in SME space could come
down drastically in a transparent VAT system supported
by a strong technology platform
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transactions will fall within the ambit of the tax law. While

basic banking margin based products such as deposits,
loans are exempt from taxation; products and services

with an explicit fee would be taxable like custodial
services etc.

However the real opportunity for Banks can come
from the major transformation in the business sector

in UAE discussed in the previous section. While there
could be a short term drag on performance in various

Article

sectors due to the transitionary impact, banking sector

statements a thing of the past. After the initial transitionary

is largely non-existent now. The large and emerging

thus presenting the Banks in UAE a big financing opportunity

would see a plethora of financing opportunities which
corporates could also see their working capital needs

going up next year, thus presenting the Banks a good
lending opportunity.

SME sector which forms the backbone of the economy
receives only 4% of total bank credit as Banks cite the

high levels of risk in financing. UAE Banks had lost

heavily in the past two years in SME financing space
due to a host of reasons. In SME lending, Banks

are challenged by their inability to do right credit risk
assessment due to the lack of transparency in small
business financials, frequent instances of inflated
figures, fake invoicing etc.

The implementation of VAT that ensures a complete fund
flow trail would make bogus sales and inflating financial

issues, a new set of professional SME firms could emerge,
in this space. Cash flow based financing models can be

suitably developed as VAT data would present a clear trail
of fund movement in the company. With the increased level

of transparency all around this would help the Banks to
get into the non-salaried segment which is a major lending
opportunity for Banks.

The implementation of Value added tax in UAE would

be marked in the cherished history of UAE economy,
as the beginning of a new economic era. Though initial

transitionary impact is expected, in the medium term VAT
would not just alter the revenue profile of the state, but
also increase the transparency in the financial system,

thus presenting a new area of growth opportunities for
businesses and Banks
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